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Congratulations on your selection of the Inepro PayMatic AD 2400 (-B). We are certain
you will be pleased with your purchase of one of the flexibele solutions of the market.

We want to help you get the best result from your PayMatic AD 2400 (-B). This
manual contains information on how to do that; please read it carefully. Due to
continuous product improvements this manual is subject to changes without notice.

We strongly recommend you read the license agreement to fully understand its
coverage and your responsibilit ies of ownership. 

Your Inepro dealer is dedicated to your satisfaction and will be pleased to answer your
questions and your concerns.

Best wishes,
Inepro BV.

The most versatile payment solution
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ATTENTION!!
Read this manual carefully  before installing the Pay Matic A D 2400 (-B)!

Mains connection

Guarentee

Security

Before connecting the appliance to the mains, check that the mains supply  v oltage corresponds
to the v oltage printed on the ty pe plate of the adapter. If the mains v oltage is different, consult
y our supplier.

No guarantee can be giv en if safety  regulations are not followed.

A lway s disconnect the power supply  before handling any thing inside the dev ice.

This dev ice is in conformity  w ith the EMC  directiv e and low -v oltage directiv e.

CE Conformité Europeène (Conform European Norm)

WEEE Directive (Waste of Electr ical and Electronic Equipment)

Inepro considers it important to properly  take the climate into account. We therefore produce as
many  climate-friendly  products. Your new  dev ice contains materials which can be recy cled and
then reused. A t the end of life, specialized companies can dismantle the dev ice, to materials which
can be reused in order to recy cle and reuse. For example, the materials that must be discarded w ill
be limited to a minimum. P lease take into account the rules and regulations in y our area regarding
the rules about disposal of packaging materials, exhausted bateries and old equipment. 

Thank y ou, Inepro BV

This dev ice may  only  be used indoors.

Indoor User  Only

Directives

Due to continuous product improv ements this manual is subject to change w ithout notice. This
document describes the technical and functional operation of the Pay Matic A D 2400 (-B). Greatest
care has been taken drafting the information in this manual and it may  be said that it is reliable.
Howev er, the producer is not liable for any  shortcomings in the text or incompleteness of the
information. Thank y ou for y our decision to use the Pay Matic A D 2400 (-B).

T his document:
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 Introduction

 This document:
This document describes the technical and functional operation of
the 240V mains voltage and 24V low voltage PayMatic® versions.

Greatest care has been taken drafting the information in this manual
and it may be said that it is reliable. However, the producer is not
liable for any shortcomings in the text or incompleteness of the
information.

Thank you for your decision to use the PayMatic®.

 Introduction
The PayMatic® standard control board design includes a minimum
of functionality. The functionality of the PayMatic® can be expanded
by means of additional “ECOS”® software modules. Thus, it is
possible to produce perfectly customised PayMatics®. PayMatic®
outputs have two neutral relay points to control a connected device
over a certain programmable length of time. This PayMatic® is
programmed in a user-optimised way by means of two control keys.
With its potted electronics and its extensibility by means of
“ECOS”® software modules the PayMatic® is a very special timer of
its kind.
“ECOS”® : Electronic Customised Option System
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 Versions

There are two types of PayMatic® available as the functioning of the
PayMatic® mainly depends on the additional software modules and
the settings.
The difference between the two types of timer is in the design of the
mechanical coin selector.  Both types of coin selector accept 1 type
of coin or token only. The PayMatic can be fixed to a wall using the
4 x M4 x 40mm screws and the M4 40mm plugs.

 Standard (without Ecos modules)

In the basic version during stand-by a point () will be shown on the
display.

As soon as the main time is connected the display will change into

two hyphens ( ). The maximum period of time to be programmed
in the PayMatic® is 15 minutes. 

The main time starts after inserting a coin or by means of a
continuous external drive. The PayMatic® output is programmable. It
may be chosen between the standard “continue” output, which
means that both relays are activated during main time, and a “pulse”
output, which means that a pulse is generated at the beginning and
the end of the main time.

The operator may choose either to allow the creation of a pause
during the main time or not. If a pause is allowed, it can be created
by pressing the up key. The operator can also choose between
interrupting and continuing the main time during the pause mode.



Extra functioning (with all Ecos modules):
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 Extra (with all Ecos modules)

The PayMatic® can be activated with three freely programmable
time-segments. The duration of these time-segments can be set at 0
to 255 minutes. 

The PayMatic® starts with a prior time . During the prior time the
length of the main time  will be shown intermittently on the
display. During the prior time it is possible to reduce the main time if
necessary. The prior time can also be bypassed so that the main
time will start automatically. During the main time the remaining time
will be shown on the display. 

Another possibility consists of the automatic main time
adjustment  based on the progression of the service counter.
The main time is automatically followed by the post time . During

the post time  (cool) is displayed.
After the post time it is possible to activate a clean function , in

this case  is displayed intermittently. This clean function inhibits
the PayMatic®.

Furthermore, there is an “after start” function  by means of which
an extra main time of 30 seconds can be given at the end of the
whole session. 

Registration facilities, as for example coin, running time and service
counters can also be used. The start and running time counters may
either be activated as counters, which can be reset, or as cumulative
counter, which can not be reset. Automatic representation of the
Running time counter is affected by pressing the Down key during 3

seconds. The service counter generates a  (service message) on
the display.

7
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 Function overview

This is an overview of all the functions in the MT 2400. Functions

with the  symbol need the relevant ECOS module. These software
modules need to be bought and installed with the unit.

 Function F0, Quitting the function menu
Function Quit Menu

Activ ate this f unction the MT 2400® to program or quit the menu.

 Function F1, Main time setting per coin
Function Main time setting per coin

Value Description Default

1-15 Main time duration in minutes, per 1 inserted coin. (1-15 minutes) 12 (Max. 15)

1-255 With  ECOS module EM-01 y ou can set the main time f rom 1-

255 minutes. 
12 (Max. 255)

 Note:
If  a v alue of  more than 100 minutes is programmed the indication will be display ed

intermittently  in two parts; f irst display  “1”, second display  “00”.

 Function F2, Prior time setting

(  ECOS module EM-02)

Function
Prior time setting. Before the main time is started, relay 2 will be closed.
Prior Time is the duration in minutes that relay 2 is closed before the main
time begins. The relay will remain closed during the the main time.

Value Description Default

1-255 Duration in minutes 3

 Function F3, Post time setting

(  ECOS module EM-03)

Function
Post time setting. When the main time has ended, relay 2 is still closed. Post
Time is the duration in minutes that relay 2 will stay closed after the main
time has ended. After this relay 2 will open.

Value Description Default

1-255 Duration in minutes 2
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 Function F4, Maximum amount of coins

(  ECOS module EM-04)

Function
Maximum amount of coins. Maximum amount of coins that can be activated
to increase cumulatively the total main time.

Value Description Default

1-255 Max. number of  coins
1

 Note: The v alue of  this setting has to be at least 1.

 Function F5, Minimum amount of coins

(  ECOS module EM-05)

Function

Minimum amount of coins which have to accepted in order to activate the MT
2400®. For example, 3 coins for 5 minutes.  The value of this setting has to
be at least 1. If the programmed value is higher than 1, the coins will be
shown on the displayed until the necessary amount is reached.

Value Description Default

1-255 Max. number of  coins
1

 Note: The v alue of  this setting has to be at least 1.

Configuration example F4  & F5 , with F1 (time per coin) set at 5
minutes

Example #

Event 1 2 3 4 5 6

1e coin inserted 5 minutes 5 minutes 0 minutes 0 minutes 5 minutes 0 minutes

2e coin inserted - 5 minutes 5 minutes
10

minutes
5 minutes 10 minutes

3e coin inserted - - - - 5 minutes 5 minutes

Total time 5 minutes 5 minutes
10

minutes

10

minutes

15

minutes
15 minutes

Value F4 (Max.
Coins)

1 1 2 2 3 3

Value F5 (Min.
Coins)

1 2 1 2 1 2
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 Function F6, Service indicator 1

(  ECOS module EM-06)

Function

The maximum amount of programmable running hours before a revision
service is required. This register will count down per 1000 minutes of relay
1 activity.
The value of this register represents the number x 1000 minutes, e.g. 5 =
5000 minutes.
When the counter reaches zero, the  message will appear on the display.
This is the standard message to indicate that a revision “service” is
required.

Value Description Default

1-254

Number of  serv ice minutes bef ore serv ice on dev ice is required.

When this counter has counted down to zero (serv ice counter = 0)

the MT 2400® will display  . Number of  minutes = Setting x 1000

minutes. 0

255 Disabled

 Note:
The timer will keep running as usual. To reset, simply  set the

v alue to a v alue higher then '0'.

 Function F7, Service indicator 2

(  ECOS module EM-07)

Function

The maximum amount of programmable running hours before a revision
service is required. This register will count down per 1000 minutes of relay
1 activity.
The value of this register represents the number x 1000 minutes, e.g. 5 =
5000 minutes.
When the counter reaches zero, the  message will appear on the display.
This is the standard message to indicate that a revision “service” is
required.

Value Description Default

1-254

Number of  serv ice minutes bef ore serv ice on dev ice is required.

When this counter has counted down to zero (serv ice counter = 0)

the MT 2400® will display   and is inhibited until the counter is

reset. Number of  minutes = Setting x 1000 minutes. 0

255 Disabled

 Note: To reset, simply  set the v alue to a v alue higher then '0'.
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 Function F8, Buzzer setting

(  ECOS module EM-08)
Function Buzzer Setting

Setting Description Default

 Note: This setting is not applicable in this dev ice. 0

 Function F9, Clean Function

(  ECOS module EM-09)

Function

By means of this function it is possible to force the cleaning of a connected
device. After the posted time the MT 2400® does not accept any further coin
anymore. This blockage can be raised by pressing the internal or external
up key for 3 seconds. To indicate the necessity of cleaning  will appear
intermittently on the MT 2400® display.

Setting Description Default

00 Clean f unction of f
1

01 Clean f unction on. 

 Function FA, Standard or external start mode
Function Start Mode Type

Setting Description Default

00

The Pay Matic can be started by  pushing the Timer button or by

generating a puls, which is longer as 200 msec, on the external

connection (remote button print).
1

01

The Pay Matic can be started by  generating a pulse between the 20

and 200 msec. This setting is dedicated f or mechanical coin

mechanisms.

 Note:

In case the coin mechanism input is selected (setting “01”) then

starting the timer with the Timer button is not possible.

When the timer button is selected (setting “00”), then by

generating a signal on the coin mechanism input, the pre-time can

be bridged to start the main-time. (This can be done by  short

circuiting the coin mechanism connection pins)

 This setting

must be set on

01 f or this

machine.
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 Function FB, Running time counter (reset possible)

(  ECOS module EM-10)
Function Running time counter (reset possible)

Setting Description Default

0-6

The running time counter is an electronic counter, which registers

cumulativ ely  the number of  minutes the main channel, relay  1,

has been operativ e. The main channel relay  1 is only  activ e during

the main time of  the MT 2400®. It is possible to scroll the

counters by  pressing the up key .  The 6-digit counter is read

back to f ront, as f ollows; 

Counter index Example Value

1 1

2 3

3 7

4 5

5 0

6 0

In this example the total running time amounts to 005731 minutes

#  Value

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

 Note:

Resetting the counters

Af ter reading the counters, these can be reset. The reset-procedure is as f ollows;

1) Af ter hav ing read the count (6X) press the up and the down key s

simultaneously  

a)  (2 hy phens) will appear on the display

2) To reset the counter press the up key , 

a)  will appear on the display

3) Now press the up and the down key s simultaneously

a) The counters are reset and the MT 2400® will automatically  resume its

f unction.

Note: if  necessary , y ou can also read out the indication on the counter without

resetting it during the stand-by  period, to do so, press the down key  during 3

seconds. The indication of  the counters of  Function FB  will be represented

automatically , but cannot be reset.

 Function FC, Coin counter (reset possible)

(  ECOS module EM-10)
Function Coin counter (reset possible) This counter reproduces the number of coins.

Setting Description Default

0-6 Reading procedure as in f unction FB . 
0

 Note: Counter can be reset, procedure like in f unction FB .

11

11

11
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 Function FD, Running time counter (reset
impossible)

(  ECOS module EM-12)
Function Running time counter (reset impossible)

Setting Description Default

0-6 Reading procedure as in f unction FB . 
0

 Note: Counter can't be reset, procedure like in f unction FB .

 Function FE, Coin counter (reset impossible)

(  ECOS module EM-12)
Function Coin counter (reset possible) This counter reproduces the number of coins.

Setting Description Default

0-6 Reading procedure as in f unction FB . 
0

 Note: Counter can't be reset, procedure like in f unction FB .

11

11

11

11
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 Function FF, TAT (Automatic main time adjustment)

(  ECOS module EM-11)

Function

TAT (Automatic main time adjustment) Activating this function, the main time
is automatically adjusted on the basis of the service counter progression
(F6 & F7). If one of the two service counters is programmed again the TAT
function has to be reset again as well. 

Setting Description Default

00 TAT f unction disabled
1

01 TAT f unction enabled

 note:

Running hours Prolongation per
minute

Running hours Prolongation per
minute

0 – 49 + 0 sec p/m 450 – 499 + 24 sec p/m

50 – 99 + 3 sec p/m 500 – 549 + 27 sec p/m

100 – 149 + 5 sec p/m 550 – 599 + 30 sec p/m

150 – 199 + 8 sec p/m 600 – 649 + 30 sec p/m

200 – 249 + 11 sec p/m 650 – 699 + 30 sec p/m

250 – 299 + 14 sec p/m 700 – 749 + 30 sec p/m

300 – 349 + 16 sec p/m 750 – 799 + 30 sec p/m

350 – 399 + 19 sec p/m 800 – 849 + 30 sec p/m

400 – 449 + 22 sec p/m 850 - 899 + 30 sec p/m

The time adjustment is preprogrammed and depend on the maximum number of

running hours set in F6  & F7 . This table shows the prolongation per range

of  running hours.

9 9
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 Function P0, Output configuration
Function Output configuration. Relay output type.

Setting Description Default

00 Signal output, which is activ e throughout the whole session. 

001 Pulse output, which is brief ly  activ e/generating a pulse in the

beginning of  the main time and in the beginning of  the post time.

 note:

This diagram

shows the

response of  the

relay s at the

signal and pulse

setting.

 Function P1, External drive facility
Function External drive facility 

Setting Description Default

00
Starting the Pay Matic happens through a short pulse on the timer

button or coin input (Depending on menu FA )

0

01 Starting the Pay Matic happens by  an external dev ice. This dev ice

controls the main time. In case the signal is activ e, then also the

timer is activ e, unless the set time has ended. Interrupting the

activ e signal will put the Pay Matic in post-time (when enabled).

The controls is depending on the setting in menu FA  (remote

button print input or coin mechanism input).

 note: This setting must be set on 0 f or this dev ice.

 Function P2, After start

(  ECOS module EM-07)

Function

After start; At the end of a whole session it is possible to allow one extra
time of 30 seconds. To obtain this time the down key has to be pressed. This
setting provides a solution for machines, which have to be connected for a
short period of time after the programmed time has expired, e.g. to open the
electric door of a washing machine.

Setting Description Default

00 Af ter start is disabled
1

01 Af ter start is enabled

10

10
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 Function P3, Display indication

(  ECOS module EM-14)
Function Display indication, choice between  of .

Setting Description Default

00
Display  during stand by  one point ( ), during the prior time, main

time and post time two hy phens will be display ed ( ). 1

01 Display  indication in minutes

 Function P4, Reduction of the main time

(  ECOS module EM-13)
Function Reduction of the main time

Setting Description Default

00 Main Time reduction disabled
1

01 Main Time reduction enabled

 Note: See P7  f or conf iguration.

 Function P5, Pause during the main time
Function Pause during the main time

Setting Description Default

00 Pause during the main time disabled
1

01 Pause during the main time enabled

 note:

During a pause situation the remaining time will be intermittently  indicated (if

display  indication is set to 1 (P3 )). Note; this f unction works only  with long

distance board!

 Function P6, Main time during the pause
Function Main time during the pause

Setting Description Default

00 Main time stops during the pause
1

01 Main time continues during the pause

16

15
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 Function P7, Main time reduction configuration
Function Main time reduction during the main time

Setting Description Default

00
The main time will be f inished immediately  when the down key  is

pressed.

0
01

It is possible to shorten the main time during the main time or prior

time (by  means of  the down key ). When the main time is

shortened it will alway s start with whole minutes.

 note: When activ ating this f unction, f unction P4  has to be

enabled as well (ev en if  the prior-time is not used).

02

The down key  will be blocked during the main time. So during the

prior-time the main time can be reduced bef orehand, as long as

P4  is enabled. Otherwise main time can not be reduced.

 Function P8, Payment during main time
Function Payment during main time

Setting Description Default

00 Pay ment during main time is disabled
0

01 Pay ment during main time is enabled

 note: The maximum amount of  coin pulses can be programmed in f unction F4 .

15

15
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 Specifications

Power

Power Supply

185V AC - 240V AC

 12V  AC -   24V AC

 12V  DC -   35V DC

Operation Voltage Range DC 12 to 35V DC (with coin selector 12V DC)

Operation Voltage Range AC 12 to 24V AC (AC v oltage not supported with coin selector)

Power Consumption AC AC: At maximum (depending on the conf iguration) 25 mA

Power Consumption DC DC: At maximum (depending on the conf iguration) 25 mA

Maximum relay rupturing
capacity

(with cosine phi = 1) 16 ampere max.

Admissible relay rupturing
capacity

(with cosine phi = 1) 16 ampere max.

 Housing
Material PC / ABS crash-, f lame-, and scratch-resistant plastic

Colour Light Grey

 Outputs
Relay Outputs 2 x Neutral, maximum 16A

 User Interface
Keypad 2 / 3 Button interf ace

Display Bright green 2-digit LED display

Card Reader Capacity At least 200.000 card transactions

 Environmental conditions
Operating Temperature (Metric) 10-35 degrees Celsius

Operating Temperature (Non-Metric) 50-95 degrees Fahrenheit

Relative Humidity (Non Condensing) 20%-85%
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 Open / disassemble the PayMatic

1. Lay the PayMatic, if
possible,
on its back.

2. Open the bottom lid.



Open / disassemble the PayMatic
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3. Take out the two security pins.
Open the front plate under a 15 degree angle.

4. Slide the front plate down under that angle.

5. Slide the top to the back. Lift the top of the case.
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For more information use the QR code or URL to watch
the YouTube instruction movie.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnpTfANu6c4
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 Solenoid valve

 Solenoid valve - DC

A solenoid valve1 can be connected as described in the diagram

above. The VDR2 is used to protect the circuit from excessive
transient voltages.

1. A solenoid v alv e is an electromechanically  operated v alv e. The v alv e is controlled by  an

electric current through a solenoid: in the case of  a two-port v alv e the f low is switched on

or of f .

2. A v aristor (VDR) is an electronic component with a "diode-like" nonlinear current–v oltage

characteristic. The name is a portmanteau of  v ariable resistor. Varistors are of ten used

to protect circuits against excessiv e transient v oltages by  incorporating them into the

circuit in such a way  that, when triggered, they  will shunt the current created by  the high

v oltage away  f rom the sensitiv e components. A v aristor is also known as Voltage

Dependent Resistor or VDR. A v aristor’s f unction is to conduct signif icantly  increased

current when v oltage is excessiv e.
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 Warning! Make sure that the solenoid valve is of the current type

you are using (AC or DC).
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 Solenoid valve - AC

A solenoid valve1 can be connected as described in the diagram

above. The VDR2 is used to protect the circuit from excessive
transient voltages.

1. A solenoid valve is an electromechanically operated valve. The valve is

controlled by an electric current through a solenoid: in the case of a tw o-port

valve the f low  is sw itched on or off.

2. A varistor (VDR) is an electronic component w ith a "diode-like" nonlinear

current–voltage characteristic. The name is a portmanteau of variable

resistor. Varistors are often used to protect circuits against excessive

transient voltages by incorporating them into the circuit in such a w ay that,

w hen triggered, they w ill shunt the current created by the high voltage aw ay

from the sensitive components. A varistor is also know n as Voltage

Dependent Resistor or VDR. A varistor’s function is to conduct signif icantly

increased current w hen voltage is excessive.

 Warning! Make sure that the solenoid valve is of the current type

you are using (AC or DC).
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 4 pole 20 A contactor

When using the timer with bigger machines, such as industrial
washing machines / dryers, we recommend a 4 pole contactor in
order to withstand higher power.
* A VDR  is needed if this is not included in the external relais
itself.

23
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 Wiring diagram

 Overview
You can switch up to two devices (A & B) independently from each
other on the two relays (E & F). These relays are potential-free or
'dry', that is, they are simply switches which are physically operated
from within the main device, but not electrically fed.

J - RFI-CAP
Schematic:

Radio Frequency

Interference Capacitor

(RFI-Cap) - Used to filter

out interference when

using 230V.
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# Description Note

A 3rd party  dev ice - Output 2

3rd party  dev ice that needs to be switched on or of f , to

be connected to output 2. Output 2 is switched by  the

Main Time f unction only .

B 3rd party  dev ice - Output 1

3rd party  dev ice that needs to be switched on or of f , to

be connected to output 1. Output 1 is switched by  the

Main Time, Prior Time and Post time

C Coin Acceptor

D  Remote Button Print
This optional print is used when y ou want to access the 3

control buttons f rom a distance (maximum 50 meters).

E Output 2

Output 2 is switched by  the Main Time f unction only .

These relay s are potential-f ree or 'dry ', that is, they  are

simply  switches which are phy sically  operated f rom

within the main dev ice, but not electrically  f ed.

F Output 1

Output 1 is switched by  the Main Time, Prior Time and

Post time

These relay s are potential-f ree or 'dry ', that is, they  are

simply  switches which are phy sically  operated f rom

within the main dev ice, but not electrically  f ed.

G 230V Connection Secured by  the saf ety  f use below the connection.

H Saf ety  Fuse 500 Ma-T Fuse

I 24V Connection The 24V connection is not secured by  any  saf ety  f use!

J Earth wire, RFI-Cap
Connect to earth when using the 230 Volt connection, to

earth the RFI-Cap. See RFI-Cap diagram abov e.

K 230V Connection Remote

Button Print

1 Up Button Also; Bridging, Pre-Time, Pause Main Time, Reset / Clean

2 Start Button Also; External start connection (PC)

3 Down Button
Also; Reading counters, decrease Main Time and / or af ter

start

The output signal depends on the setting in function P0 .14
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 External connections with live exit

Use this diagram to connect devices (A & B) that need be fed by the
230V AC source.
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 External connections with neutral (uncharged) exit

Use this diagram to connect devices (A & B) that have their own
power fed to one of the leads of the relais on the Pico.
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 Troubleshooting

The display will give you an indication what is happening:

 "EE" - EPROM Error
This means the EPROM in device has gone defect. The Pico timer
must be replaced.

 "CL" - Cool Down, Clean, Clear
Possible causes:
1. Function F3 , the Post Time timer, is active. ("Cool Down" -

The device might need to cool down first)
2. Function F9  is active and the device needs to be cleaned, in

this case press the internal or external up key for 3 seconds to
indicate the device has been cleaned. ("Clean" - The device must
be cleaned).

3. In the menu, when changing settings in function FB , this is
shown to indicate the clearing of a value. ("Clear").

 "Sr" - Service Required
This is the standard message to indicate that a revision “service” is
required. The device must be serviced and then the service timer
must be increased. Function F6  & F7 . With F7 activated, the

device is disabled, with F6 enabled the device will still work but 
will be shown in the display intermittently with the normal display.
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 Notes

This area is meant for the reader's notes:
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